Patio Deck Assembly Instructions
STOP! Before you assemble the deck make sure you have a flat surface, ideally gravel. If it is to be placed on the
lawn, we recommend cutting the grass as short as possible before assembling your new deck over it.

1. Unroll the deck foundation

2. Install 2 X 4-28” long foundation
spreader boards between 2 X 4
foundations sleepers

3. Complete installation of 9, 2 X 4-28”
spreader boards as illustrated

4. Install 1st 48” 2 X 2 rim board as
illustrated, pre-drilled holes facing up,
use supplied 3 inch screws.

5. Install the first 2 deck tiles as
shown. Deck tiles can be installed
linear or parquet.

6. Install second 2 X 2 rim board. Place
this board with predrilled screw holes
facing up. Use supplied 3 inch screws.

8. Screw down patented clip with
1¼ inch screws provided.

9. Place 3rd deck tile. Ensure tile is lined up
and tight to 2 X 2 rim board. Also lined up
over the ‘setting prong’ of the patented
clip.

7. With a hammer install patented clip
using 1 X 2 driver provided. Insure the
tabs are driven into space between
the deck tile boards. This locks the
deck tile to the foundation.

“Setting Prong”

12. Install 3rd 2 X 2 rim board
with 3 inch screws provided.

10. Set third deck tile into patented
clip ‘prong’ by using the provided
1 X 2 driver board. You will
probably need to hit the driver
board several times with the
hammer to set the deck tile tight to
the foundation.

13. Repeating Step 7 & 8. Set and
screw down patented clip with
1¼ inch screws provided.

15. Install last rim board using the
3 inch screws provided.

11. Place 4th deck tile, and repeat step 10
to also set this deck tile onto foundation
using the driver board into the patented
clip “prong’.

14. Place 5th and 6th deck tiles. Repeat
steps 11 and 12 to set these deck tiles
onto the foundation, using the driver
board hammer into the patented clip
‘prong’

Enjoy your new patio deck
16. Note: Around the perimeter
there is a 2” landscape tail, this is
for joining deck kits, cut it off or
tuck the excess material under
the deck
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